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	This book discusses the use of PHP to implement web applications based on REST architectural principles. Web services are a popular breed of web application technologies in today's programmable Web, and REST is the most popular style used in there. This book uses real-world examples as well as step-by-step guidelines to explain how to design REST-style services and clients from the ground up and how to use PHP programming constructs and frameworks to implement those services and clients.


	Representational State Transfer (REST) is a form of software architecture; systems that follow it are often called RESTful. It is the architectural style that drives the World Wide Web (the motivation for REST was to capture elements that made the Web successful), and RESTful web services use simple protocols already familiar to web developers. RESTful web services are found in lots of places with big name Web APIs such as Flickr, and Yahoo search following a REST-based approach.


	With any architectural style or approach, struggling with its basic concepts is just one problem - implementation in your favorite language is another, and that's where this book comes in. If you're a PHP developer, this book will show you how to create and consume RESTful web services in PHP, and make your services work well in the context of the Web.


	You will learn about the basic concepts of REST, and then look at PHP tools, libraries and techniques for working with RESTful web services. You will see how to use other RESTful services from your PHP applications, and also how to engineer your PHP applications to make them RESTful.


	This book is about implementing RESTful web services in PHP, and so the book is packed with example code and careful explanations.


	What you will learn from this book?

	
		Basic concepts of REST architecture
	
		Consuming public REST-style services from your PHP applications
	
		Consuming RESTful web services, such as those from leading APIs such as Flickr, and Yahoo Web Search
	
		Making your own PHP applications accessible to other applications through a RESTful API
	
		REST support in the popular Zend framework
	
		Debugging RESTful services and clients
	
		A case study of designing a RESTful PHP service from the ground up, and designing clients to consume the service



	Approach


	The book explains the basic concepts associated with the REST architectural style, but the emphasis is on creating PHP code for consuming and creating RESTful services in PHP. There is plenty of example PHP code to illustrate the concepts, with careful explanations of how the code works.


	Who this book is written for?


	This book targets PHP developers who want to build or make use of RESTful web services, or explore the options available to them in PHP. You will need to know the basics of PHP development, but no knowledge of REST is assumed, nor any knowledge of creating web services generally.
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Mastering ElasticSearchPackt Publishing, 2013

	Extend your knowledge on ElasticSearch, and querying and data handling, along with its internal workings


	Overview

	
		Learn about Apache Lucene and ElasticSearch design and architecture to fully understand how this great search engine works
	
		Design, configure, and distribute your index, coupled...
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Iron Metabolism: From Molecular Mechanisms to Clinical ConsequencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Iron is of fundamental importance to the growth, development and well-being of almost all living organisms. Multiple biological systems have evolved for the uptake, utilisation, storage, and homeostasis of iron in microbes, plants and mammals. Both iron deficiency and iron overload are found extensively in humans; the intimate links between...
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WordPress: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Whether you’re a budding blogger or seasoned Web designer, WordPress is a brilliant tool for creating websites, once you know how to tap its impressive features. The latest edition of this jargon-free Missing Manual shows you how to use WordPress 3.9’s themes, widgets, plug-ins, and souped-up editing and multimedia tools...
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University Startups and Spin-Offs: Guide for Entrepreneurs in AcademiaApress, 2014

	University Startups and Spin-Offs teaches university students, researchers, and educators the most effective strategies and tactics for launching their own startups from academic platforms with the backing of school programs, public grants, incubators, seed accelerators, and private partnerships in all parts of the world.
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2007: Tony Redmond's Guide to Successful ImplementationDigital Press, 2007
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 marks the biggest advancement in the history of the Exchange Product group. The completely re-engineered server system will change the face of how IT administrators approach Exchange. 

Tony Redmond, one of the worlds most acclaimed Exchange experts, offers insider insight from the very basics of the newly...
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Code: Version 2.0Basic Books, 2006
The "alarming and impassioned"* book on how the Internet is redefining constitutional law, now reissued as the first popular book revised online by its readers (*New York Times)
 There's a common belief that cyberspace cannot be regulated-that it is, in  its very essence, immune from the government's (or anyone else's)...
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